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KEELHAULING

See VG accounts pp 1. Memoranda in back of DAILY JOURNAL for 1957

See card this file headed CRUELTY TO SEAMEN

To name one of two vessels "JUNEAU MERCHANT", And the other "KETCHIKAN MERCHANT", (NOTE BOOK No. 1. pp 12)

See card this file on ALASKA MERCHANT LINE. for much more also, see pages 13-36-59-12-50 in NOTE BOOK No. 1.)
KETCHIKAN S.S.CO.

4/22/1935 Incorporators are J.E. Berg, C.C. Graham, & J.H. Mulkey.
5/9/1935/3 "Evelyn Berg", Capt. Allan Fulmer, arrives with the red and blue stack with a large K on it) at 05:00
at Femmer's Dock on first trip for new Co.
KINGCOME NAV. Co.  Canadian towing Co.

At this time they had the tugs:

Kingcome"-----700 h.p. Union diesel
"J.S. Foley"-----A Miki ex of U.S.A.T.S.
"S.D. Brooks"---
"Ivanhoe"------600 h.p. Union diesel
1. Log barge performs very well. Album 43.
2. "Powell No. 12" Barge of the Co. Album 43.
5. "R. Bell Irving" (See PWB Nov. 1957 pp 25)

M.D. 9/5/1964--The 1400 h.p. "S.D.BROOKE" ex-"ST. FAITH", is now renamed "HAIDA MONARCH", and the 1200 h.p. "J.S.FOLEY" is " " "HAIDA WARRIOR"

Recently the 2400 hp. "N.R.LANG" became the "HAIDA CHIEFTAIN".
KITSAP COUNTY FLEET

See Book 36; Page 45
KLAVENESS LINES
Norwegian S.S. line

See Lg. G.E. Files under NORWEGIAN VESSELS
More under names of their vessels like BOUGAINVILLE, etc.
1. Picts. info. on their "MARY L" (N.B. 21; pp 105.)
M.D. 6/25/55 Three vessels fitted for Arctic Rim runs. "Rose Knot", "Coastal Sentry", and "Coastal Nomad" all to be fitted at Swan Island with 'wrappers' of steel plate on their bows to buck the ice.
6/9/1956 M.D. MS "Ellen Bakke" sister ship of the MS "Kristin Bakke" made her first trip to Van. B.C. (Pac. N.W. this week. The "Kristin Bakke" had her first trip about 3 weeks ago. The "Ellen" brought a cargo of 430 British cars from London and has been chartered for a special trip to Vladivostok with wheat from B.C.